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Economic Regulation

The explicit public or governmental 
intervention into a market to achieve a 
public policy or social objective that the 
market fails to accomplish on its own



Reasons to Regulate
The product is considered essential
The product is most efficiently provided 
by a single supplier

"Natural" monopoly
Other market failures

External (environmental) costs not full 
reflected in price
Consumer protection

Economic efficiency
Other policy considerations



Pricing in Competitive 
Markets

Competitors act to maximize their 
profits
Consumers act to maximize their welfare
Many firms offer same products.  Entry 

and exit from the market is relatively free
Firms are price-takers. They cannot set the 

market price for the product
Each firm faces a horizontal demand curve 
for its output



Pricing in Competitive
Markets (continued)

When the price consumers are willing 
to pay for a product equals the price at 
which suppliers are willing to produce 
the product, the market-clearing price 
is determined

S=D=MC=AC=MR



Pricing Under Monopoly
Conditions

Because a monopoly supplies the 
entire market for its product, it has the 
power to control output and set price
The profit-maximizing price for a 
monopolist is well above its own cost of 
production



Natural Monopoly

A natural monopoly exists when a 
single firm can produce a desired level 
of output necessary at a lower cost 
than any output combination or more 
than one firm

Natural monopolies generally exhibit 
increasing economies of scale: as output 
increases, average cost decreases



Causes of Natural 
Monopoly

Technologies
Capital intensity
High ratio of fixed costs to total costs



Least-Cost Plans

"A least cost integrated plan ... is a plan for 
meeting the public's need for energy 
services...at the lowest present value life 
cycle cost, including environmental and 
economic costs...through a strategy 
combining investments and expenditures" 
on  energy supply, transmission, 
distribution, and energy efficiency 
programs.

(Vermont statutes, 30 VSA 218c)



Environmental Costs

Real, Large, and Unpriced
Air pollutants -- SOx, NOx, metals, 
particulates
Water impacts -- effluent, heat
Nuclear radiation and waste
River damage, siltation, habitat loss
CO2 & global warming
Even low-impact technologies have impacts



Using 
Environmental Costs

Resource investment decisions
Which plant to buy or build?
Are pollution abatement costs justified?

Valuing energy efficiency options
Avoided costs include avoided pollution

Least-Cost Dispatch
Considering incremental pollution as a marginal cost 
in the dispatch order



Conclusion: Objectives of
Economic Regulation

Economic efficiency
Fair prices, to both consumers and 
producers
Reasonable service, with 
nondiscriminatory access for all
Adequate quality and reliability
Other policy considerations

Environmental protection, low-income 
support, etc.


